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Go Green                     Go Electric        



ABOUT VOLTRA

To import and offer Lithium Li-ion technology battery to the public,

To supply a commercial electric fleet to the international logistics

company DHL Express, 

To Partner with a leading Cambodia-based insurance company, FORTE

Insurance, to provide the first ever insurance to LEV users,

To Partner with a leading Cambodia-based bank company, ACLEDA Bank

Plc., to provide the first ever EcoLoan for electric motorcycles,

To sponsor a Cambodian premier league football team Angkor Tiger FC.

Since 2015, research and development has been carried out to create VOLTRA,

the first Cambodian brand specialized in two-wheel electric vehicles with high

quality materials at an affordable price. Protected as a trademark since 2017,

VOLTRA continue to grow and develop the Cambodian Market in order that

people switch from petrol motorcycles to electric motorcycles. Today

VOLTRA is the market leader for premium electric motorcycles in Cambodia,

with our MATRIX model offering the most efficient electro-technical

specifications available in the region. 

We are a market leader because we are used to being the first in Cambodia.

We are the first LEV company:

VOLTRA is committed to accelerating the expansion of electric vehicles in

Cambodia and thus helping to preserve the environment for future

generations.

With our 10 years of expertise in electric vehicles, we offer products that

comply with European standards to ensure that our passengers drive safely.
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MORE...

VOLTRA's properties are a head office/showroom/workshop in downtown Phnom Penh with an area of 450 square meters and

a showroom/workshop of 100 square meters in Siem Reap. First Semester 2023, two more branches will open in Kampot and

Battambang.

Beyond developing a business, we are going to take part in creating a new pool of Cambodian skills. Not only will we provide

quality one-to-one training for all our employees, upskilling them in everything from marketing and sales to electrical

engineering, we are also working with NGOs to deliver training courses in schools across the Kingdom.

  In our latest project, which is carried out in partnership with Child's Smile (Pour un Sourire d’Enfant), we have committed to

delivering vocational training courses on electromechanics, providing valuable skills to the next generation.



OUR PHILOSOPY

 

"We do not inherit the Earth from our
parents, we borrow it from our children"

 
- Antoine de Saint-Exupery
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OUR EXPERTISE

We have been working in the field of electric vehicles for 8 years now and our experience in engineering and R&D has led us to

the cutting edge of technology. In order to obtain excellent products, VOLTRA has specialized in industrial production and

assembly. Constantly pushing the boundaries of innovation, we are currently developing new batteries and electric motor

technologies in partnership with large multinationals, allowing our future electric bikes and motorcycles to be safer and more

efficient.

In addition, as a brand committed to the environment, we try to create sustainable materials for our future LEVs (Light

Electric Vehicles) but also to reduce transport for our supplies. Our last study which is in progress with Gaea would be the

production of all our plastic parts based on recycled plastic bottles from Cambodia for which The Ministry of Environment and

UNDP supports our approach. These recycled materials are then used in our molds for the production of our plastic fairing

parts equipping our LEVs. Our frames and electronic components are also manufactured in Cambodia, which allows us to

reduce our carbon footprint by transport.

After years of hard work, we will get soon the precious CE marking, which is beneficial for our overseas development.

Moreover, we are going to take part in creating a new pool of Cambodian skills. Indeed, in association with PSE (For a Child's

Smile NGO), we have launched a new vocational training courses on electromechanics specialized in electric vehicles.



OUR CERTIFICATIONS & PRIZES
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OUR PRESTIGIOUS CUSTOMERS
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French Embassy Ministry of 
Public Works and Transport

French Development Agency

Chamroeun Microfinance Plc

https://www.gaea.com.kh/khmer
https://www.facebook.com/cmp.mfi/


OUR PARTNERS & SUPPORTERS
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CONTACT US

http://www.voltramotors.com/  (currently under renovation)

+855 (0)10/60/95 780 780

info@voltramotors.com

#35A/B, Street 111, Sangkat Beung Prolit, Khan 7 Makara Phnom Penh, Cambodia 12258

#015, Sivutha Blvd, Krong Siem Reap, Cambodia

@voltramotors
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